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1. TNTR~DUCTI~N 
Let C[a, b] be the space of continuous real valued functions defined on the 
compact interval [u, b], endowed with the supremum norm denoted by jl 11. 
Let P, be the algebraic polynomial of degree at most y1 of best approximation 
to “f E C[a, b]. The main purpose of this paper is the investigation of the 
behavior, as n --t GO, of jl Pi:’ /I and /I I’;‘) /ib,BI = max,szsa )P?‘(x);. 
CI < a < /I? < b. In a subsequent work we shah apply our results to the 
problem of lacunary approximation. 
In this paper, P, , Qn , R., will always denote algebraic polynomiats of 
degree at most n. The sentence: “Let P, be the polynomial of best approxi- 
mation tofu C[CZ, b]” means that P,, is the polynomial of best approximation 
to j” on [n, b]. All constants appearing in this paper depend on a and b. 
We now state the theorems on which our study relies. Let P‘E P[u, b], 
the subspace of C[a, b] of N-times continuously differentiab1.e functions; let 
&cf> = Ii p, -fll. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Jackson [7, p. 1271). There exists n constant K, which 
dqends OH N: such that 
where w(g) is the modulus of continuity of g E C[a, b]. 
THEOREM 1.3 (Markoff inequality, [7, pp* 134-1411): 
Ij P I( < A!!H”” I( P 21 \ I( 1E 2 IE > I 
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and Bernstein’s Inequality ([7], page 133) 
II p?’ Ilta.Bl < %” II p7z II, II > 1. 
The constant M depends on k and the constant N depends on k, 01, j3. 
THEOREM 1.3 [3, p. 391. There exists a constant Ksuch that, iff E C’[a, b], 
&if) G ; Gdf’), I1 > 1. 
The behavior of the derivatives of the trigonometric polynomial of best 
approximation has been investigated by Czipszer and Freud [2] and by 
Zamansky [lo]. We show here that, with proper restrictions, some of their 
results can be extended to the algebraic case. See also [4, 61. 
II. CONVERGENCE OF THE SEQUENCE OF DERIVATIVES OF THE POLYNOMIAL 
OF BEST APPROXIMATION 
In this section we study k’s for which lim,,, jj PA” - f(“) l[rc,dl = 0, 
a < c < d < b, as well as the corresponding speeds of convergence, where 
P, is the polynomial of best approximation to f E CN[a, b]. The main results 
are Theorems 2.4 and 2.8. 
THEOREM 2.1. There exists a constant M with the following property: Let 
f E C[a, b] be such that, for some A, E,(f) < h/n, n > 1, E,(f) < A. Then, 
for P, , the polynomial of best approximation to f, one has: 
Proof. Let k be defined by 2” < n < 2”fl. Then 
P, = PT1 - PBb + f (P,, - Ppi--l) + (P, - PO) + P, . 
i-1 
By differentiating both sides of this identity and applying Markoff’s inequality, 
we obtain: 
11 P,;, I/ < K(n” II P,, - P, II + i 2”” II Pzi - P,&-I II + II p, - p, II). 
(-1 
Now, for I < m, 
II Pm - PI II < II Pm -fll + II Pz - f II d -Uf> + Mf) B 2-Uf ); 
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hence 
< Kh (42’ + 4 i 2i + 2) < MAi?. 
r:=l 
THEOREM 2.2. There exists a constant M with the following property: ijs& 
$mction f satisfies j f(x) -f(y)\ < X 1 x - y 1, x, y E [a, b], then j>r the 
polynomial P, of best approximation tof, 
ProoJ: This is a direct consequence of Jackson’s theorem and 
Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let k, N be integers with 0 < k < N. There exists a 
constant MY depending on N, such that, if P, is the polynomial of best approxi- 
mation to f E C”[a, b], then 
ProoJ: The theorem is true for N = 0. Let N > 0 and suppose that 
for every iz E P[a, b], where PTL is the polynomial of best approximation to h. 
Let f E Gyfl[a, b]. By the induction hypothesis, we have: 
where Qn-, is the polynomial of best approximation to J’. Let g(x) = 
f(x> -f(a) - Ja” Q.d> dt, x E [a, b]. Now, for x, y E [a, b], we have 
/ g(x) - g(ET)j < Jy If’(t) - Qn-,(t)i dt < E,-,{f’)I x - y j . 
:2’ 
That is, g satisfies Lipschitz condition with constant Enel(f’). Let R, be the 
polynomial of best approximation to g. We have, by Theorem 2.2: 
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and, by Markoff’s inequality and Theorem 1.3: 
< K;nkEnJfk)), k < N -1 1, n > k. (2) 
From (1) and (2) we conclude that 
< M,&E,-,(f ck’), k < N + 1: II > k. 
The theorem follows because -f(a) + sz Q,+,(t) dt + R,(x) is the poly- 
nomial of best approximation tof. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let k, N be integers with 0 < k < N/2. There exist 
constants S and T which depend on N such that, iff E CN[a, b] and P, is the 
polynomial of best approximation to f, then 
11 p(a) -f’“’ 11 < SE 12 n--28 (f”“‘) < T & E,-NWN9, 11 > N. 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorems 1.3 and 2.3. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let k, N, f, P, be as in Theorem 2.4. There exists a 
constant M, which depends on N, such that 
Proof. By Jackson’s theorem and the properties of the modulus of 
continuity, we have, for II > N, 
E,&f(*‘)) < Ku (F, --&) < K (&- + 1) w (f? ;) 
The corollary follows from Theorem 2.4. 
Corollary 2.5 was obtained by Roulier [8]. We now show that Theorem 2.4 
improves Corollary 2.5. We first need a preliminary result. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let f(x) = (x + 1 jlp, x E [-1, 11. Then E,$j) < 
K/n, n > 1. 
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Pro& By [7, p. 1201, E,(f) = Ez(f (cos x)) where E$ is the degree of 
approximation by trigonometric polynomials of order at most 12. Mo~v 
(cos x + l)l/? = 2rj” 1 cos x/2 1 has a derivative bounded by 21iz/2 (except 
at the odd multiples of n where the derivative does not exist). It follows that 
j(cos x + l)l:” - (cos y + 1)lj2 1 < 2l9/2 1 x - 4’ i, X, 2’ E I-1, lj. Now? 
Jackson’s theorem [7, p. 84J implies that Ez(‘cos x f I)“3 < K&, n 3 I, 
and so E,,((x + 1)1!z) < K/r?, n 3 I. 
Letf(x) = (x - l)“(x - l)l*, x E [- 1, I], so thatf”(,u) = (15/4)(x -+ ?jE/e. 
Corollary 2.5 implies that Ij Pi, - f’ jj < A4/@, while Theorem 2.4 implies 
that 1) P:z - j’ /j < T/H. Of course, there are functions for which Theorem 2.4 
does not yield more information than Corollary 2.5, for instance f(x) = 
x" ) s 1) x E [--I? 1] [7, p. 1711. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving the analog of Theorem 
2.4 where the norm of la,! is taken over a subintervai of [a, b]. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let a < Y < /3 < b. There exists n constmt M, dependiq 
on a and 8, with the following propert~l: iffor a fzmction S; 
If(X) -f(J')i < h I .y --)'I, x, J' E [a, b], 
the/? 
II p; ilhsl < Lwe4 II > I, 
where P;, is the pol~wonziul of best approximation to f on [a, bJ 
P~oojY There exists a sequence of (en) of polynomials such that 13, p. 1253 
II Q, -J’il < $ and II Ql:. 11~~1 < fif& n > I, 
where N depends on ac and /3. 
NOW 
and 
by Jackson’s theorem and Bernstein’s inequality. The theorem follows. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let a < ct < ,b < b and let N and k be ktegers with 
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0 < k < N. There exists a constant M, which depends on N, 01, fi such that, 
if P, is the polynomial of best approximation to f E CN[a, b], then 
II PP - p /I[a,sl G ME,-7&f(“)), n > k. 
The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 2.3, but requires a 
more careful use of Bernstein’s inequality. Theorem 2.8 is true for N = 0. 
Suppose that 
for every 11 E C”[a, b], 0 < k < N, n > k. 
Let f E Gv+l[a, b]. By the induction hypothesis we have: 
ilfck+l) - QEl (l[lx,~l < AINE~-~-~(~(~+~)), 0 < k < N, n > k, (3) 
where Q+, is the poIynomia1 of best approximation to f’ on [a, b]. 
Define g as in Theorem 2.3. Then g satisfies Lipschitz condition with 
constant &+cf’). Let R, be the polynomial of best approximation to g on 
[a, b]. We have, by Theorem 2.7, 
II R:, Il~C,dl < Kl-Ldf’h n 2 1, 
where c = (a + 01)/2, d = Cp + b)/2. 
By Bernstein’s inequality and Theorem 1.3, we have: 
II &’ Iita,a d @-I II Rk Ih,al 
< KkKgFIE,-,(f ‘) 
G G (I? _ I)(/? _ ,;l:f ,, _ (k _ 1)) E~n--lc(f(k)) 
< K;E,-p(f(E)), k <N+ 1,n >k. (4) 
From (3) and (4) we conclude that 
(/f(k) - pp’ I([m,ol = //fc7’) - Q$-” - Rt’ j(la,al 
d ~N+l.Lcf(k9> k<N+l,iz>k. 
III. DIVERGENCE OF THE SEQUENCE OF DERIVATIVES OF THE POLYNOMIAL OF 
BEST APPROXIMATION 
Let P, be the polynomial of best approximation to f E C”[a, b]. We now 
investigate the behavior, as n -+ cc, of I( Pp’ /ite,al , a < c < d < b for the 
k’s which have not been considered in Section II. 
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THEOREM 3.1. L.et k, N be integers with [N/Z] + I < k < N. Let P, be 
the polynomial of best approximation to f E CN[u, b]. Then there exist constants 
MY Ml , Mz which depend on N, such that 
Proof: This is a direct consequence of Theorems 2.3, 1.3 and the properties 
of the modulus of continuity. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let k, N be integers with k > N > 0. Let f E C”[a, is], 
f not a polynomial. Then there exists a constant M, which depends on k and,< 
such that, if P,, is the polynomial of best approximation to ,P; 
We need two preliminary remarks: First [9, p. lOO], iffE C[Q, b] is not a 
constant, we have w(f, l/n) > C/n, C > 0, n 3 1. Second, let f~ (?[a, b], 
c < a: d > b. We can extend f to g E P[c, d] in such a way that w( g(d”‘, h) < 
Iw(f iN), A), h > 0, I being a constant depending on J: Indeed, let g(x) = 
~~==, (JF(“)(a)/n!)(x - a)” if c < x < a, g(x) = f(x) if a < x < b, and 
g(x) == ~~=‘=, (f(“)(b)/n!)(x - b)‘” if b < x < a’. Then g is as required. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let c, d and g be as above. By Theorem 2.8, there 
exists a sequence of polynomials QFL and a constant X such that 
It follows that /I Qi” l![c,d~ < I&, 0 < k d N, and ;I QL,” ji[n,bl < .K$zk-~‘~, 
k > N: by Bernstein’s inequality. So 
/I Q’fi’ II[ n .] < max(KL , K&‘-N), a.* 1 k > 0. 




So Jackson’s theorem yields: 
]I P?’ !I[& < KJn2~--N w (ffN), i) + max(KL , K$ze-“). 
But ,(f(~~), l/n) > C/f? because f tN) is not a constant. It follows that 
11 Pt’ jlca,~] < K,Lz~“-~w (fcN), A) + C,w (jcN), $ max(& , K$T”-~) 
(KkZ22k-N + C, max(K; , K$z~-~)). 
Butifk>,N+l,then2k-NNk-N+l1.Itfollowsthat((P~~Ij~,,~~~ 
kw-%(f (I”), l/rZ) for k > N + 1. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let k, N be integers with k > N >, 0. Let a < E < B < b, 
0 < E < 1 and K > 0. Let 1 fCN)(x) -f’“)(y)\ < K / x - y IE, x, y E [a, b]. 
There exists a constaf?t M which depends on 6, p, K, k, N such thut, if Pn is the 
polynomial of best upproximation to f 012 [a, b], 
I/ PZG’ (l[E,8] < A!W--N--E, n >, 1. 
We first exclude the possibility k = N + E. Let I be defined by 2z < n < 
21’1 
Then 
PIZ = P, - P22 + i (P,i - P2iA) + (P, - P,) + P, . 
i=l 
By Bernstein’s inequality and Jackson’s theorem, we obtain, as in the proof 
of Theorem 2.1: 
II P’,“’ Ilm < R, (+ II P, - Pzz II + jI ki II Psi - P2i-1 II + II P, - f’, II) 
and 
I\ Pt’ Ij[ci,sl < RIk 
( 
n7iK’n-N--E + K” i 2ki2- .- “ 
i-1 
l)‘Nfd + El(f) + &(f)). 
The theorem is proved for k + N + E. 
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We now prove the theorem for k = N + 1 and for n = -1, b = i. The 
general case is reduced to this by the transformation .X ++ $(n - CX)X + 
$(b -f a). Let g(x) = f(cos x), x E [- ir, z-1. Then 
Now, there exists a sequence of even positive kernels E=, such that 
j-YE Knit) c/t = 1, 
is a trigonometric polynomial of degree n, and 
11 g - T,, IJ ,( M’i+’ [5, p. 571. 
It follows that 
11 T,jj) 11 < : (7) In 1 g”‘(X + it)1 dt < Kj ) 1 <j<k. 
is1 -r 
(The case j = k follows from the fact that gfk) exists almost everywhere and 
is bounded.) Let Qn(x) = T,(arcos x), x E [--I, I]. Because g and K,, are 
even, T, is even and so QR is an algebraic polynomial. Now 
Q”‘(x) = f T(“) n (arcos X) V,(x) W,((I - x2)-rp), 
i=l 
where Vi and Wi are algebraic polynomials of de,gree bounded by k - 1 and 
2k - 1 respectively. It follows that, if -I < a < p < I, then 
II Q? llra,~~ < k’“. 
AlSO 
and 
by Jackson’s theorem and Bernstein’s inequality. The proof of the theorem 
is complete. 
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IV. REMARKS AND OPEN QUESTIONS 
We can somewhat generalize Theorems 2.4 and 2.8: If f E F’[a, b] and 
I/P, -f/i = O(E,(f)), then /I PA” -ftk) /I = O(E,-,,cf”“)), 0 < k < N/2, 
and jl PA” - f’“’ jl[ar,pl = O(E,-,(f’“‘)), 0 < k < N, a < 01 < ,6 < 6. 
Theorem 2.8 extends to the trigonometric case. Let CN be the space of 
everywhere N-times continuously differentiable functions of period 25~. If 
II T, -~IIL,~I = W3fh then II K?’ -f(“) IILA = W2cf(k)>), 0 G 
k < N, where T, is a trigonometric polynomial of degree at most IZ and 
E:(f) is the degree of approximation by such polynomials. 
Indeed, it s&ices to notice that Theorem 2.7 holds true for the trigono- 
metric case, to use the corresponding Bernstein’s inequality [7, p. 901, 
11 Tk 1) < IZ I/ T, 11, and to observe that E:(j) < (K/n) Ez(f ‘) if f E C/[---r, ~-1. 
The last result was found by Czipszer and Freud [2]. Similarly, by using the 
above quoted inequality in the proof of Theorem 3.4, we obtain that if 
f~ P[--r, rr], k > N > 0,O < E < 1 and I f(“)(.~) -f(“)(y)1 < K j x - y JE, 
x, y E [-rr, ~-1, then there is a constant M which depends on k and f such 
that, if 11 T, -fll = E:(f), then 11 7:” jj < Mmk-N+E, n > 1. For related 
results see [4]. 
LetfE P[-n, ~-1, k > N > 0. We conjecture that there is no constant M 
which depends only on k and f such that if 11 T, -f II = E:(f), then 
11 Tp 11 < Ml+Vo(f (l”), l/n), R > 1. Similarly for the algebraic case. 
We make also the following conjecture: for every N > 1 there exists 
f E CzN-l[a, b] such that, for all k, N < k < 2N - 1, Pck)(a) does not 
converge to ftk)(a), where P, is the polynomial of best approximation 
to jI 
It is interesting to notice that we cannot replace the hypothesis of Theorem 
2.7 by those of Theorem 2.1. Indeed, we have 
THEOREM 4.1. Let a < 01 < /3 < b, and let X > 0. There exists a constant 
M which depends on 01, p, h, with the following property: let f E C[a, b] satisfy 
E,l(f) < h/n, n > 1; E,,(f) < A. Then, for the polynomial P, of best approxi- 
mation to f, one has: 
The proof is almost exactly the same as the first part of the proof of 
Theorem 3.4. 
The next theorem illustrates Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.2. There exists a function f E C[- 1, l] such that E,,(f) < K/n 
and, ifP, is the polynomial of best approximation tof on [-1, 11, /I PL l/[a,Ol > 
K log n, n = 1, 2 ,..., wheneaer -1 < 01 < p < 1. 
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Proqf Let f(x) = z,“=, 5+Ts,(x), where T,(X) = cos(u arcos x). For 
this function we have [Ill E,?(f) < K/K On the other hand, 
P&x) = f 5-“Tj,r:x) (4,I) 
1kO 
is the polynomial of degree at most 5” of best approximation to f (see 
17, p. 1271). Since 
P&(x) = f sin(51i arcos x) (1 -‘Xz)liz 
p=* 
and 5” = 1 (mod 4), 
Pgl) = f 1 = (?2 + 1). 
h-=0 
As P&x) is the polynomial of degree <k of best approximation to j; for 
k = 5”, 5” -+ I,..., 5 n+l - 1 [l, p. 1271, the theorem follows. 
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